Meditation and contemplation are disciplines that are quite similar, but have a very different focus.

Meditation is an exercise primarily of the mind but yet supported by the heart that focuses on God’s Word and His revelation and insight to me. It is wrestling with things I don’t understand in expectation that God will open my heart and my mind to see things differently and be changed by the experience. Meditation is a way of going deeper into the mind and heart of God and seeing His Truth in different ways or with different applications relevant to me or the people for whom I lead.

Contemplation is an exercise primarily of the heart but yet supported by the mind that focuses upon things I don’t understand in expectation that God will open my heart and my mind to see things differently and be changed by the experience. Contemplation is an exercise of the heart that focuses upon things I don’t understand in expectation that God will open my heart and my mind to see things differently and be changed by the experience.

Both are measured in Grace by God’s love for me... and His people... and all of humanity.

**Practicum Goals:**

1. **Most of Us are Heavily Involved with Life Including Work, Families, as Well as Various Aspects of Ministry.** The pace of life robs us of our ability to focus on God and enter into the spiritual reality. There is a need for us to deliberately slow down and engage in periods of attentive silence before God where we actively listen and 1) meditate upon scriptural truth (meditation) or 2) contemplate the wonders of God (contemplation).
2. **Because God desires intimacy with His people in general and His children in particular, He designed us with a great need and a longing for periods of meditative and contemplative prayer.**
3. **Prayer Centers and Nourishes Our Spiritual Life... It Keeps Us in Touch with Our Lord Whom We Serve.**
4. **This is a deliberate attempt to create an environment to facilitate moments of spiritual connection to God. As we set time aside for God, we learn to hear from Him which encourages us to look for Him.**
5. **As Prayer Engagements Unfold, People Are Deliberately Allowed and in Fact Encouraged to Go Deeper into God and Allow Him to Operate in Us. God Is Gracious and Won’t Force Himself upon Us, Instead He Waits for Us and Encourages Us to Come to him.**
6. **It Is Not About Our Getting Our Way with God, But Allowing Him to Have His Way with Me.**
7. **Abiding in Christ Is the Most Intimate Union Possible, and Is the Calling for All Believers to Enter Into and Enjoy.** It is used 112 times in the NT... mostly in John’s writings. Abiding has 2 main aspects:
   a. **Abiding as a Quality of Character – The Abiding Character of God Is Eternal and Unchanging, in Contrast to the Transitory and Inconsistent Nature of Humanity in Our Fallen State. The Law Fails to Transform Humanity, While Abiding in God Does.**
   b. **Abiding in Relationship – Priority Is Given to the Invitation Jesus Encourages in Dwelling in or Abiding with God as Father, Son, Spirit. Trinity Is a Holistic Unity of Eternal Relational Interdependence Into Which We Are Invited to Participate.**

**Preparation & Resources:**

1. **As Soon as You Determine the Time and Place for Your Prayer Retreat, Begin to Pray That God Would Intervene and Bless, That You Would Have a Fresh Experience of God, and That He Would Prepare You**
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2. Find a place where you feel close to God – it could be at the beach, or in the forest, or in a chapel, etc. It should be a place where you feel safe and secure, and yet won’t have too many distractions. Such a place is key for entering into meditative or contemplative prayer.

3. Bring along your Bible and a journal or note pad to keep track of what you experience. Bring also some bottled water and it would be wise to know there is a rest-room nearby should you need it.

4. Don’t allow your note taking to distract you... but do make time to note your experience so you remember what God said and is doing. As an example in this exercise, after each stage is described I have included my own experience – these are my notes of what I came away with in prayerful deliberation.

5. Make sure you are comfortably dressed and warm enough so your physical condition is not a distraction for your spiritual experience. It is useful to have your physical condition sorts of a neutral component as you engage in spiritual encounter.

6. When pondering Scripture before God it is important to have prepared by studying the text properly. Proper study includes:
   a. Prayerful reading of the text – we seek to understand what God is saying through the text. Read and re-read the text. Pray that God would open your eyes and your heart.
   b. Revelation is seeing what God has placed in the TEXT; illumination is a fresh understanding or insight of what I already thought I knew. Revelation is finding something hidden or obscure, while illumination is seeing in fresh light what is in plain view.
   c. Study the text in the context of the entire passage. For example... “Jesus wept” – John 11:35 makes no sense outside of the entire passage speaking of Lazarus’ death and resurrection [John 11:1-44]. It is disingenuous to study a verse outside of the entire passage in which it occurs.
   d. Always seek God and His Truth. Don’t read into the text that which God has not placed there. Too many people make spurious conclusions making up in their own mind some new discovery of truth – always be suspicious of new discoveries, instead seek fresh relevance of what you know God said.
   e. Personal study should include exploring accredited resources such as commentaries like Zondervan’s Expository Bible Commentary, and online resources such as http://net.bible.org/home.php.

7. Truth and Theology is not something you read out of a book, theology develops as you see something that makes no sense to you and you plead with God to help you understand it.

Stages:

1. This exercise can be set up as long as you desire. I have listed a 2 hour or 4 hour experience depending on how much time you have and allow yourself. With practice this can become much longer, but 2-4 hours is probably a good starting place. Allow 5 minutes to read the directions and mentally prepare, and another 10 minutes at the end to debrief.

2. Don’t force the stage schedule, but be mindful and allow the schedule to move you along. Otherwise it is too easy to get lost without focus.

3. The exercise here has 3 stages for individual experience.

4. Enter into each stage deliberately having read the directions and prepared your heart.
5. **You are encouraged to be spiritually active and reactive.**
6. **The stage directions will help keep your heart and mind centered... when there... let God work.**
7. **Don’t force the experience, allow God to work on you and move you at His pace and direction. If you sense nothing is happening ask God why. Expect Him to be present, but don’t force Him to speak.** Sometimes the silence He provides is preparation for a future breakthrough.

**The Stages:**

1. **Stage 1 – Centering Down [Quaker practice]** – taking time to relax in God’s Presence, allowing His Spirit to deal with my burdens, becoming aware of His Presence, and entering into a receptive silence and active listening before God. 30 min
2. **Stage 2 – Silent worship [celebration & praise]** – actively focusing of God, contemplating His Majesty and wonder, reflecting on His greatness, what He has done for me and continues to do, allowing His Spirit to minister to mine. 30 min
3. **Stage 3 – Contemplative meditation** – reflectively read Luke 17:20-18:8 – emphasis on “When the Son of Man comes, will He find faith on earth.” Allow the message to take hold in my heart, and allow God to speak to me. 45 min
   a. **Take turns reading the text reverently and solemnly, then pause drinking in the thoughts.** This works better if you read from different translations.
   b. **Hear the story the text reveals, and try to place yourself in the story. What do you see? What do you feel? Attempt to walk with those in the story and see what they would have seen and heard.**
   c. **As you run the story through your mind listen for God. Remember that the Spirit wants to reveal truth to you. Prayerfully pay attention in a reverent meditative/contemplative state.**
   d. **Be aware of subtleties and nuances. Do not force the experience... allow God to draw you along at His pace.**
4. **Stage 4 – Contemplative reflection** – ponder what is God saying to me and to His people? What is God’s high expectation of His church, how should faith be expressed, what am I required to do. 45 min
   a. After you have cycled through the reading and paused silence, speak to each other what you heard or saw.
   b. Contemplate the relevance of what is being revealed in light of the disciplined study you have engaged in preparation for the retreat.
   c. It is likely that you will each find similarities along with your differences in what you discover. Ponder both.
   d. Repeat the entire process again.

**My experience:**
My friend and I arrived at Fasting Prayer Mountain at 1:30 PM and planned on spending the rest of the afternoon in prayer. For the first stage, I chose a place in the sun in a quite courtyard desiring quiet and solitude – my friend and I had agreed we would be together in silence and solitude through each stage. We each found a comfortable spot and began stage 1 – Centering Down. I do really well in nature for prayer and reflection, and the spot I chose was wonderful. As I opened my heart and quieted my mind, I was aware of my surroundings – the sounds of the wind in the trees, insects in flight, birds singing and calling… it was perfect! After about ten minutes an old woman in a nearby car began reading Scripture. I could not really understand much of what she was saying, but I recognized it as Scripture. I tried to ignore it… unsuccessfully, and I began to become a little frustrated as I wanted complete silence. Another five or ten minutes later, another woman in a nearby prayer closet began praying in Korean – very loudly and passionately. My discontent began to rise as I found myself asking God if this was some cruel joke or an attack to keep me from the prayer time I expected.

I found myself asking God for help… and I sensed He was in the distraction. As I forced myself to relax and listen, I sensed God saying that this is a little of what Heaven will be like. What would initially seem like a cacophony of sound emerging from countless beings, will develop and coalesce into a symphony of praise. I began to relax and enjoy the moment, and I smiled about how interesting this was turning out. At the end of our allotted time for this stage my friend and I walked to another location, this time of my friend’s choosing. I related what I had experienced and my friend exclaimed, “I thought the same thing!” This was a very cool beginning, and I was glad that my friend was there with me as God was using him to help me better understand His Kingdom. The takeaway for me in this initial stage was not to presume I understand how God will show up. To make room for distractions and pay attention to see what God is up to. The notes I had made to myself stated, “Thank you Lord… for my friend attending with me, and the freedom to be alone together with You. Silence broken by a blessed distraction… an old woman softly reciting Scripture as a form of active prayer – simple speech, and a rich faith. Thank You for the contrast of another woman calling out strongly – emotionally charged – venting her heart, an emotion I can feel in a language I do not comprehend. An almighty chorus with birds, insects, the breeze – creation and creature sending fragrance to God. Silence resumed… with voices stilled, nature pours forth a robust praise on its own.”

The next stage was to enter into a time of silent praise and worship. My friend had chosen a spot in a clearing several hundred yards from our first spot where we had a wonderful view of the treetops past a clearing in front of us. My friend remarked that this reminded him of the places he would see with his mother when he was young. As we looked about and contemplated God’s greatness I saw an eagle fly overhead… I had never before seen an eagle in flight, it was pretty cool! At this point an SUV drove up and was looking for a place to park. They drove onto the lawn area before settling into a paved parking space some way away from us. The doors opened up and out poured two families speaking a language that sounded to me like a Filipino dialect. I returned to my contemplation, and then they decided to pass by us in the center of the clearing.

The women and children ran on to the restrooms while the men slowly walked behind them.
We exchanged a glance and a “hello” and then they came over to greet us. My first thought was, “great, another distraction.” As we talked we spoke of the natural beauty of the area, and they expressed their joy about how great God is. We learned they were Fijian pastors who came up for the afternoon to pray with their families. The more we talked, the more we rejoiced. We were doing the praise and worship stage in a way I had not planned or expected... and again it was wonderful! We spent at least an hour and a half with Pastor John and Pastor Isaac, and had a great time that encouraged all of us, and God was well praised and worshipped. My friend and I looked at each other and laughed at how God had again showed up in an unexpected way and blessed us... in a manner different that we were looking for. My notes stated, “Recounting parents now gone... My friend’s Mom and my Dad. The smallness of my complaint against the richness of joy and love... thank You Lord! An eagle flies overhead... ‘You will mount upon wings as an eagle.’ Thank You Lord for Your faithfulness. Two men we didn’t expect... sharing about our common experience and view of God’s goodness. Not the celebration I planned, but God did.”

Stage three was next and I decided to walk up to the top of the mountain for our time of Scripture reading and contemplation – a time of active prayer. The passage I had selected was Luke 17:20-18:8. I found the enigmatic conclusion of “When the Son of Man returns, will He find faith” troubling and disturbing, and wanted to wait before God to hear what He might reveal on it. We settled on the hilltop under a canopy of tree branches some thirty feet above us. My friend first read the passage in his version of the English Standard Bible, and we pondered it for a short while. Then I read it in my NASB version and we contemplatively prayed out loud for about fifteen minutes, and in silence for about thirty minutes – asking God to reveal His heart to us. We discussed our impressions at the conclusion of this time. God spoke to us that this passage revealed that moral and faith degradation would continue until Jesus returns. That the two specific references to the time of Noah and the time of Sodom revealed two lands under judgment that were being destroyed for their wickedness and faithlessness. So it would be before Jesus returns. It seemed to both of us a blessing not to be alive at that time. It also spoke to us of what we could do now to strengthen faith and discipleship. It made me all the more focused on the need to strengthen communities of faith to withstand the coming onslaught, and of the discipleship ministry God has challenged me with as a means to strengthen believers in the church. Though I continue to be discouraged by the failures I observe in the church, the community of faith sealed in the Spirit of God is the true remnant Jesus is preparing as His Bride, and we have a part to play.